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Abstra t: We review some re ent appli ations of density-fun tional theory to mole ules
and systems of mole ules where the role of polarizabilities are parti ularly relevent. With
respe t to the implementation of density-fun tional theory, details related to numeri s
and basis sets are des ribed. We then des ribe how self- onsistent nite- eld al ulations
may be used to separately extra t the ele troni polarizability tensor and infrared intensities. We review the relationship between se ond-harmoni vibrational polarizabilities and
mole ular infrared intensities. An eÆ ient method for des ribing the polarization e e ts in
systems of mole ules is in luded and a re ent appli ation of this method to a biomimeti
light-harvesting omplex is dis ussed.
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1 Introdu tion

The al ulation of mole ular polarizabilities [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄ in mole ules
remains a problem of great interest due to the important role they play in many physi al, hemi al, and biologi al pro esses. In weakly intera ting mole ular materials, the polarizabilities are
responsible for long-range attra tions whi h may be due to either dipole-/monopole- indu ed dipole
intera tions or London intera tions. In ioni and mole ular rystals, the Clausius-Mossotti relation and extensions relates the materials diele tri onstant to the polarizabilities of the mole ular
systems. In biology or biomimeti materials, light-indu ed harge transfer intera tions are often
of interest. Mole ular polarization impa ts su h events both dire tly and indire tly. First, when a
harge-transfer ex itation o urs on a given mole ule or between two neighboring mole ules, all of
the spe tator mole ules surrounding the a tive mole ules respond to the hange in ele tri - elds
aused by this ex itation. Depending upon how qui kly the mole ular surroundings respond to
su h an ex itation, several di erent e e ts ould o ur. If the absorption and emission were indeed
sudden but long-lived, the emission spe trum would be shifted relative to the absorption spe turm.
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At the other limit, where long-range oupling between spe tator and a tive mole ules is onsidered instantaneous, a signi ant broadening in the absorption and emission spe trum would arise.
While the intera tions dis ussed here would often be dominated entirely by ele troni polarization
e e ts, dynami al and stati oupling between ele troni and atomisti degrees of freedom, su h
as those pioneered by Bishop, ompli ate the problem further and may be important in some
ases. A se ond, albeit indire t, e e t due to mole ular polarizability is related to the transition
rates that govern the light indu ed ex itations asso iated with photovoltai energy onversion.
With the possible ex eption of oherent ele tron pro esses, where preparation of an ex ited ele troni on guration is often not onsidered, the time s ale asso iated with a rattling ele tron or
even an ele tron-hole pair requires the al ulation of transition matrix elements. At the lowest
level of approximation, the dipole form of these matrix elements oin ides with those requisite for
mole ular polarizabilities. In this sense, assessing apabilities for al ulation of polarizabilities and
polarizability derivatives furthers the on den e level in transition rates for ex ited states.
One method for obtaining information about polarizabilities and polarizability derivatives is
the original density-fun tional theory as well as the various extensions su h as time-dependent
density fun tional theory and the hybrid fun tionals. [14, 15, 16℄
In this paper we review some of the re ent work in this area that has been primarily a omplished by the NRLMOL suite of density-fun tional odes. [17, 18, 19, 20℄ We provide a summary
of al ulated polarizabilities in many mole ules whi h an will hopefully illustrate general trends.
The paper is organized as follows. Sin e the methodology utilized here has been developed
primarily in the physi s and materials-resear h ommunities, in Se . II we brie y dis uss the underlying numeri al methodologies, the methods for basis-set sele tion, and provide a few omputational ben hmarks. In Se . III we review the al ulation of polarizabilities and infrared intensities
and dis uss how the infrared intensity is related to double-harmoni vibrational polarizabilities.
We provide al ulated results for several di erent types of mole ules and ompare to experimental results as well as other theoreti al al ulations. In Se . IV, we review the simple ase of an
FCC latti e of fullerenes and a simple model for al ulating the polarization-indu ed relaxation
asso iated for a latti e of fullerene mole ules. [11℄ In Se . V we dis uss a problem where all of
these apabilities are required. We start by dis ussing the al ulation of the polarizability tensor
of a re ently proposed light-harvesting mole ular triad whi h is omposed of a fullerene mole ule,
a porphyrin mole ule and a arotenoid mole ule. [21, 22℄ The mole ule is onsidered to be interesting be ause it possesses a harge transfer ex ited state with a very large dipole moment. We
then show that the polarization of surrounding mole ules would signi antly hange the energeti s
of this ex ited state ompared to ex itation in va uum where harge transfer is not a hieved.
2 Computational Methodology

The al ulations dis ussed herein have been performed using the NRLMOL suite of densityfun tional odes that have been developed by Pederson and ollaborators over the last two de ades.
Ex ept where otherwise noted, we have used the generalized-gradient approximation to ex hangeorrelation energy [15, 16℄ for the appli ations dis ussed here. For a given mole ular geometry, it
is ne essary to solve a S hroedinger-like equation for ea h of the ele trons. On e the ele troni
S hroedinger-like equations are self- onsistentlyb solved, the for es on ea h atom are determined
from the Hellman-Feynman-Pulay theorem [17℄ and the geometry is relaxed using standard quasinewtonian approa hes su h as onjugate gradient.
To solve the S hroedinger-like equations the wavefun tions are expanded in terms of gaussian
basis fun tions. This redu es the problem to the numeri al determination of matrix elements,
followed by the solution of a standard algebrai se ular equation. While the latter task is a omplished using standard linear-algebra odes, there are a few aspe ts of the former approa h that are
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worth mentioning.
In order to obtain the matrix elements, it is ne essary to al ulate terms su h
as < i j 12 r2 + Veff (r)jj >. For gaussian basis fun tions, the kineti energy part of this matrix
element an be obtained in losed form using standard te hniques. However parameterizations of
the density fun tional su h as GGA and LDA do not allow the matrix elements for the potential
energy to be al ulated in losed form. To eÆ iently and a urately perform thea al ulation of the
potential matrix elements we rst determine a variational integration mesh [17℄ that an be used
to a urately al ulate three-dimensional integrals that are strongly peaked near the positions of
nu lei and more slowly de aying in the regions that are far from any atom. This method is based
on several di erent transformations of gaussian quadrature integration strategies and was originally presented in Ref. [17℄a. The general idea is that it is always possible to pla e a mole ule in
a parallelpiped that is so large that the basis fun tions outside the parallelpiped vanish. Then the
parallelpiped is iteratively tessalated until one is left with a olle tion of parallelpipeds that are
either empty or have a single atom at the enter. The latter ase are further redu ed to more empty
parallelpideds and an atom at the enter of a perfe t ube. Three di erent adaptable and iterative
quadrature te hniques are then used to develop a urate integration meshes in ea h of these three
regions. Details are given in Ref. [17℄a. Given the integration mesh, it is then only ne essary
to numeri ally determine the values of the basis-set pair [i (r)j (r))℄ and the e e tive potential
(Veff (r)). Within the generalized-gradient approximation the ex hange- orrelation potential depends on the spin densities as well as their rst and se ond derivatives. Numeri al determination
of the ele troni Coulomb potential requires one to solve poisson's equation for ea h pair of basis fun tions in the problem. Determination of the GGA potential and the Coulomb potential
an in fa t be done quasi-simultaneously sin e the latter ase requires algebrai redu tion of the
two- enter density matri es to a superposition of single- enter gaussian distributions multiplied
by polynomials of degree 2Lmax with L the maximum angular-momentum basis fun tion in the
problem. It is a fa t that this algebrai redu tion an then be used to onvert the determination
of the GGA potential to order-N omplexity. Further this strategy is easily parallelized and an
be automati ally load balan ed. A dis ussion of load balan ing is presented in Ref. [18℄.
In addition to intrinsi numeri al a ura y a se ond issue is related to the hoi e of gaussianbasis sets. The basis-sets used here have been spe i ally optimized for GGA al ulations [19℄.
However, initial tests suggest they perform well for HF al ulations also. Issues related to basis-set
hoi e are numerous and some of these must be primarily addressed in a brute-for e manner by
systemati ally in reasing basis-set size until a al ulated quantity stops hanging. By performing
su h al ulations on smaller systems, reasonably reliable rules of thumb may be dedu ed whi h
allow high on den e for al ulations on larger systems. However, there are several aspe ts of basisset sele tion that an be rigorously addressed in atomi al ulations prior to use in mole ules and
we rst ensure that our basis sets satisfy these requirements. With respe t to the usp ondition
and sele tion of shortest-range fun tion in the problem, we rely on the a theorem proved in Ref. [19℄
whi h we now refer to as the Z10=3 theorem. If one requires that the absolute error in energy for
a 1s- ore ele tron in a heavy atom be the same as the absolute error in energy for a light atom it
an be shown that the ratio of the shortest-range gaussian de ay parameters should in fa t s ale as
(Zl /Zh)10=3 where Zl and Zh are the nu lear harges of the lighter and heavier nu lei respe tively.
We have shown that this ondition eliminates the need for ounterpoise al ulations in systems
where basis-set superposition is expe ted to be an issue. A se ond issue that an be addressed
rigorously at the atomi level is related to the sele tion of the values of ea h gaussian de ay
fun tion. To address this issue we start with a set of N even-tempered de ay parameters given
by ( 1 ; 2; 3; :::: N ) and perform an SCF al ulation on a given atom. When self- onsisten y is
a dEhieved one an determine the derivative of the total energy with respe t to ea h de ay parameter
( d i ) by noting that the Hellman-Feynman theorem tells us that at self- onsisten y the total
derivative is in fa t the partial derivative. In onjun tion with the onjugate-gradient algorithm
and a series of SCF al ulations it is then possible to nd the best de ay parameters within the
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onstraint of N de ay parameters. Finally the total number of de ay parameters an be determined
by ramping up the value of N until the optimized total energy onverges and
agrees with a numeri al
solution to a given a ura y in energy. It was as ertained that the Z10=3 s aling law mentioned
above is automati ally "sele ted" by the numeri al approa h dis ussed above. Also in referen e to
to basis sets, it is worth mentioning that we nd it to be omputationally advantageous to use a
ommon set of de ay parameters for all angular momentum. However the automated use of more
onventional quantum- hemistry basis sets is also an option. The nal issue that probably an
not be addressed systemati ally pertains to the total number of ontra ted orbitals ne essary to
determine an a urate value. With the ex eption of the total energy most quantities of interest,
polarizabilities being one example, are not variational quantities so are must be exer ised in
assessing the a ura y of su h al ulations. In this work the default basis sets employed start with
a minimal basis set that exa tly reprodu es the ground state energies. To this basis set we add 3-4
extra single gaussians of s and p hara ter and 2-3 extra single gaussians of d hara ter. Additional
detail an be found in Ref. [19℄.
3 Polarizabilities in Isolated Mole ules and Conne tions Between
Vibrational Spe tra and Higher Order Derivatives

When a mole ule is pla ed in an external eld ea h of these mole ules polarizes in response to
the applied elds. As dis ussed by Bishop and oworkers the total polarizability of a mole ule
an be analyti ally broken up into terms due to di erent types of intera tions. Generally the
largest response is the ele troni polarizability whi h is ommonly designated as in the literature.
This response is asso iated eld-indu ed relaxations of the ele troni density and the formation of
indu ed dipole moments and is of se ond-order in the ele tri eld.
The next largest response is often the double-harmoni vibrational polarizability [23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28℄ that is designated by ([2 ℄0;0) in the literature. This response is due to the following physi s.
At zero eld, the equilibrium geometry of a mole ule has no net for es. However when an ele tri
eld is applied to a mole ule, the for es on ea h atom be ome nonzero due to the fa t that the
nu lear harges feel a dire t for e from the applied eld and also an indu ed for e due to the faster
rearrangement of ele troni density. The mole ule then relaxes its geometry slightly to ountera t
the appearen e of the for e and lowers it's energy further. This e e t is also se ond-order in the
ele tri eld. It has been shown that double-harmoni vibrational polarizabilities depend on the
same quantitities that determine the infrared intensities. [29, 30, 31℄
While other higher-order e e ts are also of interest, the dis ussion in this paper will on entrate
entirely on ele troni and infrared al ulations be ause these are often the largest ontributions
to mole ular polarization and be ause they are of immediate interest to the our urrent studies.
Also, these stati quantities are indeed ground-state properties and are therefore fully prote ted
by the original formulations of density-fun tional theory due to Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham. [14℄
We note that there are many interesting treatises on the more general problem and the interested
reader is referred to referen es at the beginning of the paper.
There are at least two strategies available for al ulating the two e e ts des ribed here. Probably the most general strategy is to determine the ground state of a multiatom system and many
of the ex ited ele troni and vibrational states. Given this information, it is possible to develop
perturbative expansions of the total energy as a fun tion of applied eld and dire tion and identify
the stati ele troni and double-harmoni vibrational polarizabilities as well as higher-order e e ts.
Su h a method also allows for the treatment of dynami al e e ts. If one is primarily interested in
and/or onstrained by theoreti al formality to look at these two e e ts, an alternative and oneptually more straightforward approa h may be used. The ele troni and infrared intensities may
be determined dire tly by mimi ing the experimental onditions. In this approa h, whi h is used
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in entirety in this work, the al ulation of the mole ular energy and wavefun tions is performed
with a small ele tri eld applied for several di erent orientations. The various ontributions to
the polarizabilities are then easily determined by observing the al ulated hange in energy and
dipole moment as a fun tion of applied elds and vibrational displa ements. A more mathemati al
dis ussion of this approa h is outlined below.
Within the DFT the total energy (E) of a neutral mole ule in an ele tri eld G is given by
Z
Z
X
1
1
(r )
2
3
2 < i j 2 r + Vnu j i > + 2 d r d3r j(r)
E=
r
rj
Zi
Z
X
+ d3rGx [; r:::℄ + 12 jRZZR j + d3rtot (r)G  r:
(1)

= 
For simpli ity the above equation assumes a spin unpolarized mole ule. The various ontributions
to the total energy in lude the ele troni kineti energy, all the oulomb intera tions in the problem,
the ex hange- orrelation energy (represented s hemati ally as Gx ) and the intera tion between
the total harge density and the applied ele tri eld. The total harge density in ludes the harges
of the nu lei and is designated as tot whereas the ele troni density  = 2 Pi j i j2 appears without
a subs ript. At the zero- eld equilibrium geometry, the hange in energy ( = E Eo) to se ondorder is given by:
X E
X 2E
1 X  2E XiXk + 1 X  2E Gi Gk : (2)
 = G
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Further we note that
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E .
In the above equations, the x- omponent of the total moment is de ned a ording to px = G
x
2
E X X .
X is the displa ement of the  th atom. The spring onstant matrix is given by Ri R
i
k
k
As dis ussed in Refs. [20℄, the mixed se ond derivatives, Gi2RE k , when transformed into the spa e
of the normal modes lead to the infrared intensities. Eq. (3) shows that the more onventional
representation of this se ond derivative is in terms of the rst derivative of the total dipole moment
with respe t to an atomi or vibroni displa ement. It is both instru tive and omputationally
eÆ ient to noti e that the mixed se ond derivative is also the derivative of the Hellman-Feynman
for e with respe t to applied eld. Many authors have noted that this quantity is also responsible
for the double-harmoni vibrational polarizability. To see that this is the ase, one simply needs
to onsider the derivative (for e) of the above energy with respe t to an atomi position:
X
2E
 X 2E
=
Gi +
Xi = 0:
(4)

Rk

i

Gi Rk

i

Ri Rk

From the above equation it is lear that inversion of the spring onstant matrix (in the spa e
orthogonal to translational and rotational modes) allows one to nd the displa ements (Xi ) that
minimize the energy. It is also lear that su h displa ements will be linear in the applied eld and
that the energy di eren e for these displa ements is then quadrati in the applied eld. In Ref. [27℄
a full derivation is presented and the nal result is given in terms of spe tros opi ally measurable
quantities (e.g. frequen ies and dynami al dipole moments).
In Table I we present re ent NRLMOL-based al ulations on stati polarizabilities. In Table
I we ompare results as al ulated within the lo al density approximation and the generalized
gradient approximation. Experimental values are also in luded.
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Table 1: Cal ulated polarizability along prin iple axes for a sele tion of mole ules. All polarizabilities are reported in A3 . Experimental values in parentheses idi ate they are average polarizabilities
rather than eigenvalues of the polarizability tensor.
Mole ule
Method Ref. 1
2
3
CH4
LDA [20℄ 2.68 2.68 2.68
GGA [20℄ 2.62 2.62 2.62
Exp
[34℄ 2.60 2.60 2.60
C2H2
LDA [20℄ 4.79 2.98 2.98
GGA [20℄ 4.79 2.89 2.89
Exp
[34℄ 5.12 2.43 2.43
C2H4
LDA [20℄ 5.41 3.99 3.45
GGA [20℄ 5.39 3.91 3.44
Exp
[34℄ 5.40 3.85 3.40
C2H6
LDA [20℄ 4.98 4.35 4.35
GGA [20℄ 4.91 4.24 4.24
C6H6
LDA [11℄ 12.6 12.6 6.75
Exp
[35℄ (10.3)
NF3
GGA [27℄ 3.40 3.40 2.40
EXP [31℄ (2.81)
TiCl4
GGA [27℄ 15.03 15.03 15.03
Exp
[31℄ 15.00 15.00 15.00
SF6
GGA [27℄ 5.15 5.15 5.15
Exp
[31℄ 4.49 4.49 4.49
SiF4
GGA [27℄ 3.72 3.72 3.72
Exp
[31℄ 3.32 3.32 3.32
HCN
GGA [27℄ 3.42 2.18 2.18
Exp
[31℄ (2.59)
C60
LDA [11℄ 83.5 83.5 83.5
GGA [27℄ 82.9 82.9 82.9
EXP [36℄ 75-83 75-83 75-83
Na2
GGA [27℄ 49.8 28.9 28.9
Exp
[37℄ (38.6)
Na8
GGA [27℄ 116.2 116.2 116.2
Exp
[37℄ 133.5 133.5 133.5
TCNQ C6H4 [C(CN℄2 )2 GGA [38℄ 64.9 27.53 12.5
BEDT [CS2C2 S2C2H4 ℄2 GGA [38℄ 75.1 42.4 25.7
In Ref. [27℄ we have used the se ond derivatives (Eq. 4) to al ulate the se ond-harmoni vibrational polarizabilities. As is found experimentally [31℄, the vibrational polarizabilities were found
to be relatively large for the halide ontaining
mole ules. For example for SiF4 the (isotropi )
vibrational polarizability was found to 2.09 A3 whi h is on the same order of the ele troni polarizability of 3.72 A3 . For omparison the experimental values for these quantities are 1.75 and 3.32 A3
respe tively. In ontrast for a nonpolar tetrahedral mole ule (CH4 ), the vibrational polarizability
was found to be very small (0.04 A3) in good agreement with experiment (0.03 A3). Vibrational
polarizabilities for many of the mole ules shown in Table I may be found in Ref. [27℄. One of the
possible trends observed in Ref. [27℄ was that the vibrational polarizability may be less important
(per entage wise) for large mole ules. An additional re ent al ulation [?℄ that might reinfor e
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this tren is on the TCNQ mole ule. This mole ule has prin ipal ele troni polarizabilities of (61.8,
27.3 15.9) A3. However the prin ipal vibrational polarizabilities are only (1.91, 2.49 and 3.12) A3
respe tively.
4 Polarization E e ts in Systems of Mole ules

In prin iple, al ulation of the polarizabilities of a system of mole ules may be a omplished using
the formalism of the previous se tion simply by treating the system of mole ules as a single ma romole ule with spa e in between. However, this qui kly be omes omputationally too expensive.
Fortunately, many interesting questions related to polarizability of a olle tion of nearly nonoverlapping mole ules may be des ribed eÆ iently by rst al ulating the polarizability tensor for ea h
mole ule and then determining how long-range intera tions between harged or polarized mole ules
modify the total response of the system. We review a method for determining the response of a
olle tion of mole ules as well as some earlier appli ations of this method to a latti e of fullerene
mole ules. This method is on eptually analogous to the Clausius-Mossotti method for extra ting
diele tri onstants from mole ular polarizabilities. The primary di eren e is that it allows one to
study su h e e ts for nite olle tions of polarizable mole ules and that the onstraint of perfe t
periodi ity is not required. In the next se tion, we dis uss appli ations of a nonisotropi extension
of this method to a more omplex biomimeti mole ule that has a relatively large polarizability.
Suppose we are given a latti e of N nonoverlapping neutral mole ules at sites (R1; R2; :::RN )
with polarizabilities of ( 1; 2 ; ::: N ). We then onsider modifying the harge distribution on these
mole ules. For example, we ould imagine addition or removal of an ele tron from a given mole ule
or removing an ele tron from one mole ule and pla ing it on a se ond mole ule. As a result of the
hange in harge distribution, ele tri elds that are spatially slowly varying in spa e are produ ed
at ea h latti e site. This auses ea h mole ule to polarize in response to the new ele tri eld. The
hange in dipole moment at ea h mole ular site further modi es the ele tri elds in the system
whi h would further hange the dipoles at ea h site. Providing that the original ele tri elds are
small enough, the dipoles on ea h site would eventually self- onsistently adjust themselves so that
the indu ed dipoles are onsistent with the external eld due to all other harges, dipoles and
external elds in the system. In Ref. [11℄ Pederson and Quong introdu ed an energy fun tional for
su h a latti e of mole ules. It is given by:
 X
2
X jpind
j
n
E=
pn  G + (Rn )qn + T (qn) + [U 1(pn; pm) + U 2(pn; qm) + U 3(qn; qm)℄ (5)
2
n
n
n;m
For a re ent arti le with a similar point of view and a dis ussion of many other aspe ts related to
Clausius-Mossotti relations, readers are referred to Ref. [32℄. In the above equation, G = r
is the ele tri eld that is due to an externally applied potential (r). T(q) is the energy of the
parti le as a fun tion of harge state. For example, for q=1, T(q) is the ionization energy and
for q=-1, T(q) is the ele tron aÆnity. The ele tri eld intera ts with the total dipole moment
on ea h site and the externally applied eld intera ts with the harge on ea h site. In addition,
the1 total dipoles and harges
intera t with one another in terms of the standard dipole-dipole
(U ), dipole-monopole (U 2 ) and monopole-monpole (U 3 ) intera tions whi h an be found in any
textbook on Ele tri ity and Magnetism. The rst term represents the energy penalty asso iated
with forming an indu ed dipole on a given site. In the limit of a single site, or well-separated sites,
with qn=0, it is easily veri ed that the indu ed dipole moments that minimize the above energy
fun tional satisfy the expe ted onstraint:
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pind = G
(6)
Sin e the total energy has terms that are both linear and quadrati in the dipole moments, a
self- onsistent variational prin iple an be applied if the ratio of polarizability to mole ular volume
is small enough. Under these onditions one insists that the total energy should be stationary to
small varations in the dipole moments. It an be veri ed that the ondition for minimal energy is
satis ed when the ele tri elds, Gtot(Rn), due to all other dipoles, harges, and the external eld
lead to elds at ea h site that satisfy pind(Rn) = Gtot (Rn).
Sin e this method, with slight improvements, provides the only omputationally feasible method
for the mole ule dis ussed in the next session, it is worthwhile dis ussing some early uses of this
method to illustrate its a ura y. In Ref. [11℄ this method was used to al ulate the diele tri
onstant for an FCC latti e of C60 mole ules and to al ulate the s reened Hubbard U parameter
for the K3C60 super ondu tor. Overall the agreement between theory and experiment was found to
be reasonably good. For example, within LDA, Pederson and Quong al ulated the polarizability
of a C60 mole ule to be approximately 80-82 A3 and found a resulting diele tri onstant of 3.66
whi h is in reasonable agreement with experiment (roughly 4.0). [32℄. From the same methodology,
it is possible to determine the s reened hubbard U whi h was found to be 1.27 eV in Ref. [11℄.
This is in reasonably good agreement with experimental measurements in the range of 1.4-1.6 eV.
See Ref. [33℄ for further details about the experiments.
A few remarks on the aveat that the polarizability must be small enough may be useful. If the
polarizabilities used in Eq. 5 are too large one nds that a self- onsistent solution to this equation
is not possible. Instead the energy diverges with the dipoles ontinuing to grow for ea h iterative
y le. Clearly if the above methodology leads to a total dipole moment signi antly larger than a
linear dimension of one of the mole ules it is indi ative that that the lowest-order penalty fun tion
is not enough to des ribe the system and that higher-order re nement of the energy fun tional
may be required. This behavior is related to the Clausius-Mossotti polarizatin atastrophe. [32℄
5 Appli ation to a Light Harvesting Mole ule

In this se tion we illustrate how polarization e e ts an play an important role in harge transfer
pro esseses. In order to do this it is ne essary to modify the form of the energy-penalty fun tion to a ount for an anisotropi polarizability tensor. We have studied a bio-mimeti mole ule
that onverts solar energy into an ele tri dipole. The mole ule ontains a hromophore as well
as ele tron-a eptor and an ele tron-donor omponents [21, 22℄. The hromophore is a diarylporphyrin, the a eptor is a pyrrole-C60, and the donor is a arotenoid onne ted to the porphyrin
through an amide (Fig. 1). Absorption of light at 590 nm by the porphyrin prepares the initial
ex ited state and the harge transfer (CT) o urs through a multistep pro ess resulting in the nal
harge separated (CS) state with the ele tron on the C60 and the hole on the arotenoid. The CS
state whi h is quite long lived, has a large dipole moment of 153 Debye. For the harge separation
pro ess, we have onsidered a limited number of 100 singly ex ited states in our density fun tional
al ulation [22℄. Some of the ex ited states are lo alized ex itations whi h have smaller dipole moments but the harge separated states with the ele tron and hole on di erent omponents an have
large dipole moments. The experiments on su h mole ular systems are done in solution and it was
determined that the solvent polarity is strongly linked to the o urren e of the CT ex itation. It
was observed that the CS o urs in the polar benzonitrile and in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran solvents
but does not o ur in the nearly nonpolar toluene solvent.
The polarizability of the triad is al ulated using the nite eld method des ribed above and we
nd that the polarizability of the triad is quite large - the diagonal omponents of the polarizability
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Figure 1: The geometry of the mole ular triad shown in the olor s heme C=green, H=grey,
O=red, N= blue.
tensor are 878, 220, and 199 A3 . The largest value is along the mole ular axis. The polarization
e e ts be ome important when we onsider a solution or a rystal. For simpli ity, if we onsider
an assembly of the mole ule as a 3-dimensional latti e, then when one of the mole ule transits to a
CS state with a large dipole moment, it will indu e dipole moments on other mole ules. The eld
due to the indu ed dipoles in turn lowers the energy of the CS state. This stabilization energy is
larger for ex ited states with large dipole moments and also depends on the mole ular volume. For
large mole ular volume, the stabilization energy is small while it in reases for small volumes. As
the volume de reases, it rea hes the Clausius-Mossotti dipole atastrophe dis ussed in the previous
se tion. The stabilization energy as a fun tion of dipole moments and at di erent volumes is shown
in Fig. 2. This stabilization e e t has an important onsequen e in ase of the mole ular triad.
The energies of the CS states in
are higher than that of the initial porphyrin ex ited state.
Now, due to the polarization indu ed lowering of energy of the large dipole states, it also brings
the energies of CS states below the porphyrin ex ited state thus bringing the al ulated levels into
good agreement with experiment. These results indi ate the important role that polarization an
play in photo-indu ed harge transfer rea tions.
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Figure 2: The shift in energy of the ex ited states as a fun tion of square of dipole moment p
and also as a fun tion of mole ular volume [a = 120  42  42; b = 105  36:75  36:75; =
100  31:5  31:5; d = 100  31  31 (a.u.).℄
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6 Summary

In this work we have presented density-fun tional-based al ulations on polarizabilities of several
mole ules. The results have been generated using reasonably large basis sets using the GGA and
LDA versions of DFT. The agreemement with experiment is generally good for the systems presented. In addition we have dis ussed a methodology for using al ulated (or measured) mole ular
polarizabilities to understand the polarization phenomena in olle tions of weakly intera ting and
nearly nonoverlapping mole ules. The results in this ase, while limited, suggest that polarization
phenomena in su h systems may be reasonably well a ounted for. As a very large s ale example
we have dis ussed re ent al ulations on a light-harvesting organi photovoltai . [22℄ Our results
show that polarization e e ts in su h harge-transfer systems an be large enough to hange the
ordering of ex ited states. While improvements of this method ould and will be a hieved without
signi antly in reasing the omputational burden, the results learly show that su h simpli ed
polarization models allow for reliable omputational investigations.
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